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Let V be a vector space over a field k, Q a quadratic form on V, T(V) the 
tensor algebra of IT. We want to study those algebras C generated by 77 having 
the following property(P)? Any isometry on Vwith respect to Q can be exten- 
ded to an automorphism of C having invariant V, and conversely, every auto- 
morphism of C mapping V onto itself induces an isometry on F’ with respect 
to Q. The Clifford algebra C(Q, 17) of the quadratic form 0 is a well-known 
example of such algebras. Clifford algebras may be generalized from various 
points of views [6, 71, but it would be more natural to make generalizations 
by means of property (I’). The following proposition furnishes such a 
generalization. 
PROPOSITION 1. If I,,,@, V) is an ideal of T(V) gene-rated b,y the set 
XEV, Y > 0 a fixed integer 
where v,(e) = Cz, sip is a manic irreducible polynomial in k[s] with a,+, f 0, 
and exponents indicate tensorialproducts, then the factor algebra T(V)/I,.,,(Q, V) 
denoted by C,,,(Q, V) has property (P). 
Proof. The fact that every isometry on Y7 can be extended to an automor- 
phism of C,.,,(Q, 5;) leaving invariant V is quite obvious. As to the converse 
statement, take any element s of V. Then [cy10 aQ-i(~~) +lP J,.,,(Q, V) 
implies that [CL, uiQ+i(~)(u~)2i]p IE , u em an automorphism of C,,,(&, V) b . g 
which leaves invariant 17. On the other hand, [‘yLO uQ~~-~(ux)((Tx.)~~]~ is in I. 
The manic polynomials [xEO aiQ+i(x) PI’, [~‘~~, aQn-“(cm) fill’ ek[t] 
can not be relatively prime, otherwise I would be the whole T(V). To prove 
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that Q(x) = Q( ox we may assume that at least one of Q(x) and Q(5x) is ) 
different from zero; hence CrLO u~Q+~(z) p, or Cz=s u~Q~-~(ux) e is an 
irreducible polynomial in I$.$] according as Q(r) # 0, or Q(crx) + 0, because 
~(0 is irreducible. Thus the manic polynomials CzO aiQ”-“(x) p and 
C aiQ”-i(ux) Ei are the same, and, therefore, am-r # 0 implies Q(x) = 
Q(4 
We shall call C,,,(Q, Jf) (r, p)-Clifford algebra of the quadratic form Q and 
investigate its structure as a vector space. The algebra T(V) is a graded algebra 
of the form T(Y) = 0,“s P( I;)? T”(V) being the space of homogeneous 
elements of degree n. Denote by T+(V) the sum @I,“, P(V), by T-(V) 
the sum 0,“s TPu+l( V); T(J’) is then the direct sum of T+(V) and T-(V), 
and we have 
T+T’ C T+, T+T-- C T-, T-T+ C T-, T-T- C T+. 
It is easy to see that every element of Ir,w(Q, V) may be written as a sum of 
elements of I+ = I n Tim(P’) and I- = I n T-(V), i.e., we have I = 1-t @ I-. 
Let Ct,(Q, V) and C;,(Q, V) be the vector spaces T+(V)/I+ and T-(V)/I- 
respectively. Clearly, C,,,(Q, V) is the direct sum of C:,,(Q, Vj and C,,(Q, Jr-), 
and one has the relations 
c+c+ c c+, c+c- c c-, c-c+ c c-, c-c- c c-. 
The elements of C-b are called even, those of C- odd; C+ is a subalgebra 
of C, and C- is a Cf-module. 
The following lemmas are known (see Ref. [23). 
LEMMA I. Let f be a linear fovm on V. There exists a uniquely determined 
linear map if of T(V) into itself such that 
(i) if(l) = 0; 
(ii) ij(x @ U) =f(x) u - x @ &(u)(x~V, usT(V)). The map f t+ if of 
the dual V* of V info horn, (T(V)) is a linear mapping. 
One has 
(iii) if(Tn) C Tn-l, 
(iv) i; = 0, 
(v) if 0 i, + i, 0 if = 0 
(vi) if( T(ker f)) = {Ol. 
for f,gev*, 
LEMMA 2. Let F be a bilinear form on IT. TJaere exists a uniquely determined 
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linear map Af of T(V) into itself such thaf 
(i) X,(l) = 1; 
(ii) X,(x GJ 14) = x @ hF(u) + i,,tz.(hF(~))(x~V, ucT( V)), zuhere rF(x) 
stands for the linear form y ++ F(x, y). For every linearform f and bilinear form 
G on V, zoe hmve 
(iii) h, > ~a =i/fiA,, 
(iv) A, 0 ho = hG 0 XF = AF+G . 
h, is an automorphism of the vector space T(Y), and h, is the identity map. 
PROPOSITION 2. The ideal I,,,(Q, V) is stable by if ~ Bypassing to the residue 
class algebra, iI dejnes a linear map of C,:,(Q, V) into itself. 
Proof. To prove the first assertion it sufficies to show that 
where u is an element of T”(T/), is in the ideal 1,.,,@, V). To do this, we 
proceed by induction on the degree s of U. Note that 
and this recurrence formula gives if(xzj 0 w) = x21 $J i;w, and hence 
for any w. It follows that, when s = 0 we have 
m 
9 . I@ i=O 
aiQ”-i(x) x*i)’ @ v] = (c a&+“(x) x2,)’ @ i+I?,,(Q, Vj. 
Assume that ir(u @ [c’i:, a@-+) xziJr @ v) cI,,“(Q, V) for every u of degree 
less than s. Then 
is in I(,,(Q, V). The linearity of & completes the proof of the first part, and 
there is nothing to be proved in the second part. 
Now we choose y(t) as 5 - I, denote the corresponding ideal and algebra 
by I,(Q, I;‘) and CI,.(Q, V), respectively, and call C,(Q, V) r-Clifford aIgebra. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let Q uzd Q’ be tmo quadratic forms, and + be a bilinear 
fopm 011 V, such that Q’(x) = Q(x) + +(x, x) ,for every x in V. Then r&e have 
W,(Q’, V) = G(Q, V) 
and hence A, defines a lipzear isomorphism betzveen C,(Q’, V) and C,(Q, 17). 
Proof. We shall show by induction on the degree of u that 
h,(u @ [x @ x - Q’(x)]’ $J v) E&(&, V). 
When ZLETO(V), we have 
A,@ @ x - Q’(x)]” @ v) = ( f: (-l)‘-’ (3 Q’y-y(x) A,&?” $3 u)) . 
v=O 
On the other hand, by Lemmas 1 and 2 we have 
and hence 
- [x @I x + c$(x, x)] x,(x-l) @ v); 
Thus 
h&P @ v) = [x @ x + c&x, X)]” @ A&). 
A,& @ x -- Q’(x)]’ @ v) 
= c (- 1y-v (:) Q-I’(x)[x @ x -+- #Iv, X)]” c.g A&), 
= [x @ x f $4(x, x) - Q’(x)]P @ h,(v), 
= [Ix @ x - @x)-J’ @ A&(V), 
is an element of I,@, V). 
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Assume now that &(u @ [x @ x - Q’(x)]’ @ v) e1,(Q, V) for every 
urTs’(V) for s’ < s. We have 
h,(y @ u @ [x @ x - Q’(x)]7 @ v) 
= y @ A,(u @ [x @I x - Q’(x)]~ @ v) 
+ il.&) h&l @ [“Y @ x - Q’(x)]’ @ v), 
By induction hypothesis h,(u @ [x @ x - Q’(x)]l’ @ z’), and, therefore, by 
Proposition 2, its image under ir4(,) is in I,(Q, I,‘). Taking into account 
the linearity of hm , we see that &,(u @ [x @ x - Q’(r)lr I\@) v) is in I,F(Q, F’) 
and that 
hJ,(Q’, V) c I).(Q, V). 
In the same manner, the relation Q(x) = Q’(x) - 4(x, .x) implies that 
LJ/.(Q, V) c I,(Q’, V); 
and, therefore, we have 
Vr(Q’, V) = I,(Q, I’). 
The second part is an immediate consequence of this fact. 
COROLLARY. If V has a basis (&, with a totally ordered index set J, then 
the vector space C,(Q, V) of any quadratic form Q is isomorphic with the zlndeer- 
lying space of the generalized exterior algebra C,(O, V). 
Proqf. It is an immediate consequence of the fact that if T; is as described 
above, for every quadratic form Q on V there is a biliniar form + such that 
Q(x) + qS(x, x) = 0 for every XEV. 
By the above corollary, the structure of C,(Q, F7) as a vector space is com- 
pletely determined by that of C,(O, V). It is conjectured that its dimension is 
infinite whenever r > 1, dim V > 1. We shall show below that this is true for 1 
greater than a certain integer if k is a finite field, and If is of a dimension 
greater than 2. Clearly, to do this we may assume that Vis a finite-dimensional 
vector space of dimension H. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let V be a vector space over a j?nite jield with q elements 
and of a dimension greater than 2. Then C,.(Q, V) is injinite dimensional for 
every P > q(q + 1)/2. 
Proof. Before going into the proof of the proposition we recall a theorem 
due to Golod and Shafarevitch [4, 51 which can be stated as follows: Let k 
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be any field, and let T = k[q , x2 ,..., xd] be the polynomial ring over k in 
the d noncommuting variables x, , n-^, ,..., .xd , and I = (fi ,$2 ,...) be the 
two-sided ideal of T generated by the homogeneous elements fi , f2 ,... of 
degree 2 < n, < n, < .-‘, respectively. Furthermore, let ri be the number 
of n,‘s which are equal to i. Then the qoutient algebra T/I is infinite dimen- 
sional over k if ri < [(d - 1)/2]” for each i. 
Now we construct an infinite-dimensional algebra which is a homomorphic 
image of a subalgebra of C,(O, V), r being greater than & + 1)/2. Consider 
a basis {e, , ez ,..., e,} of V, and the subspace W generated by {e, , es , es}. 
W contains 4” + 9 + 1 one-dimensional subspaces generated by 4’ + q + 1 
nonzero vectors x1 , XL ,..., xQ~+Q+.. , respectively. We define now an algebra A 
to be the factor algebra of T(W) with respect to the ideal generated by the set 
(x,~, xg3 ,..., A$$;;;>. By th e a b ove theorem A, is infinite-dimensional because 
ri = 1 for every i, and d = 3. It is clear that if 2r 3 q2 + q + 2, the algebra A 
is a homomorphic image of the subalgebra C,(O, 14’) of C,(O, V). Thus the 
exterior algebra C,(O, V), and, therefore, by the corollary of Proposition 3, 
C,(Q, V) is infinite-dimensional 
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